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ON MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS OF THE SEMIGROUP 

OF BINARY RELATIONS 

By Chong-Yun Chao 

1. Introduction 

A binary relation on a finite set X= {xl' x2' …, X셔 of n elernents is a subset 

0' of XxX= {(진， Xj ) : 잔， 션iEX}. Let Bx be the set of aII binary relations on X. 

(When there is no confusion, an elernent in Bx is also caIIed a relation on X). 

Then B x is a sernigroup with the rnuItiplication defined as foIIows: for 0'，7:εBx' 

(깐， Xj)드0'7: if there is a X kεX such that (xi ' Xk)ε0' and (x k' Xj)ε7:. Let () be 

the ernpty relation on X. then () is the zero elernent of Bx' Let 띠 be the universal 

relation in B x' i. e. , ω=XxX. In Bx' O'C 7: rneans that 0' is a subset of 7:. 

Let M n denote the set of aII nXn rnatrices over the Boolean algebra of {O, 1}, 

then M n is a sernigroup under the ordinary rnatrix rnultiplication, and the rnap 

where 

g • A = (aij), 
1 if (x., xJεσ， 

a젠 = 1 0 othe;wi~e， 
홉 

is an isornorphism of Bx onto M n• Let S~ (or Sn) be the syrnrnetric group on 

X , and S x (or Sn) be the corresponding syrnrnetric group of perrnutation relations 

on X , then the rnap 

P하→ p 

싹 

is an isornorphism frorn S~ onto Sx where (진， xj)EP if and only if xi하=Xj' An 

autornorphism of a partiaIIy ordered relation πεB x is a perrnutation p* on X 

such that (x, y)든π if and only if (x하， yp션επ (if < is written for the relation, 

then this would read as X드y if and only if X야드yp션. The Montague-Plernrnons

Schein theorern in [4] and [5] states that the group of autornorphisrns of a 

partiaIIy ordered relation πεBy where Y is an arbitrary set is isornorphic to the 

rnaxirnal subgroup H rr in By containing π. The results in [2] can be stated as: 

foIIows: 
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THEOREM MPS. 1. The groμ:p 01 aμtomo껑hZ-sms 01 π denoted by G.π t"s {pεSy: 

πp= ρπ} • 

2. The maximal sμbgroup Hπ 쩌 By contaz'n쩌g π is {pn; pEGπ}. 

3. Gπ~Hπ under the map p→α!(=πp). 

Here, we consider the following problem: Given a group G* of permutations 
Qn a finite set X regarded as a group of permutation binary relations G in B x' 

can we find a partially ordered relation πεB x such that Gπ = {pπ ; pεG} is the 

maximal subgroup Hrr in Bx containing π ? In 2, we shalI present a way to 

partition the universal relation ω in B x' and to partition B x. The former leads 

to an algorithm, in 3, for constructing all partially ordered relations π each 

whose maximal subgroup Hπ~Gπ. The .later determines the number of isomorphic 

relations in B x for any given relation in B x. In 4, an example is given to 

demonstrate the algorithm. If G is any given abstract group, then, by Birkhoff’s 

theorem in [1] , there exists a partially ordered set whose group of automorphisms 

is isomorphic to G. However, if G용 is a given group of permutations of X, there 

may not exist a partially ordered relation on X whose group of automorphisms 
is G. In general, it seems to be very difficult to determine which permutation 
group G* on X can have a partially ordered relation π in B x whose group of 

automorphisms is Gξ 

this problem. 

2. Partitions 

(or whose Hπ=Gπ). In 5, we present a result concerning 

Let G용 be a permutation group on X , and G be the group of permutation 

relations in B x corresponding to G휴. We shall consider two partitions: 

(1) Partition ω with respect to G*, and 

(2) Partition B x with respect to S; 

Let σψ= {(xi ’ 
Xj)}εB x for t", j = 1, 2, …, n. 

Then ω= 니 0건· 
1,1 

. 

Clearly, every member in Bx is a union of some (1 ij’s. Two relations (1ij and 

σkl are said to be similar with respect to G, denoted by (1 ijR(1 kl’ 
if and only if 

there exists a pεG such that 
-1 

p(1 il =(1 kl" 

Since Gx is a group, this similarity is an equivalence relation. Consequently. 
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with respect to this similarity, ω is partitioned into disjoint subsets r (1), /2), 

·, r(m). AIso, UηRσkl if and only if there exists a ρ용εG* such that 잔0%=Xk 
and XjP*=X[' Let Z(G)= {μεBx: μP=Pμ for all P ε G}. Clearly, Z(G) is a 

subsemigroup of B x 

THEOREM 1. 
(5) 

(a) r εZ(G) [or s=l, 2, "', nz. 

(b) I[ μ르Z(G) then μ is a union o[ some o[ /1), /2>, •• (m) 
’ I • 

PROOF. Since B x and M n are isomorphic, we write a relation TεBx as a 

matrix 1'=(1'η) or -0= (τ)쉰， t, j=1, 2, ---, %, t.e. , Tij=I if (진， xJ)ε-0， and τψ=0 

if (깐， xj)종1'. Since each p= (pψ)εG is a permutation relation in B x' its group 

inverse is also its converse relation. Hence, for every PεG， we have 

(pr(S)p-l)= 2E 당Pitr않)P;k=Pirr않)p·u· 
υ k=1 t=1 •. ,., J- .. '-"J 

1f r않=1， then σruζ/5). Since ρir=씬u = 1, there exists 하ε캉 such that xi하= 
(5) ~_.l • .(5)_1 U ,,(5) 

Xr and xjf=xu· This means that UzjROru, gijIr and rtj =1. If rru =0, then 

σ파r(5)， (Jψ ct.r(5) and r얹) =0. Hence, 

(pr(s)p-1)z ·=7(?) 
J '!) 

for all i, j=l. 2, …, n. i. e. , for every ρεG， pr(5)=/5)p and r(5)εZ(G) for s=l , 

2, …. m. 

(b) Let μ=(μij) be an arbitrary relation in Z(G). Since pp.p-1 =μ for every 

pεG， μij=μ(ip휴)(jp*) where p* runs through G용. For μij=1， there is a r(S) such 

that r있)=1. 1드S드??z ， since ω= G r까v=1 
iI빼es 많)=r싫)(jp*) for every p*εG*， and r(5)ζμ If r(5) =μ， then our proof 

(5) ,-.. ...1-__ c ...... _ _"'_..... L __ 
.3 

_ ____ L____ .. ~.. __...1 _.(s) 
is completed. If rVJ cμ. then for some k and q we have μ찌=1 and rkq 놓1. 

Again. by ω= U r(V), there is a r(u) such that r없)=1， 1드u드m， and we 
V=1 

repeat the similar argument to obtain r(5)Ur(u)cμ. Repeating the similar proce-
(1) (2) (m) 

<l.ure for at most m times, we obtain μ as a union of some of r'"J. r'~J • .... r\'~'J. 

For the second partition. we have the following: Let σ， l'εBx' σ and l' are 

said to be isomorphic. denoted by (J Rτ if and only if there exists a permuta

tion relation PεS xCBx such that 
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pgp 1=r 

where S x is the symmetric group of all permutation relatons in B X" (Since it 

was shown in [3] that every automorphism of B is inner and the group of 

automorphisms of B x is isomorphic to S X' it is justified to say that 0' and 7: are 

isomorphic). Again, since S x is a group, the isomorphic relation on B x is an equiva

lence relation, and B x is partitioned into disjoint subsets. Let 0'εBx' and Co= 

{pεS x; (Jfl=O'p}. Then C 0 is a group, AIso,. let I C 0 I denote the cardinality of 

Co• (Our Co is Go in [2]). 

THEOREM 2. Let α， ßεBx' αCß and CaCCβ• Then the number 01 r z"n B x' 

such that rR'α and rCß, z's 늘 the z'ndex 01 Cα 쩌 C ß 

PROOF. We claim that the elements in the left coset μC a transform α alike 

in β， and the elements in the different left cosets transform α differentIy in β. 

Let μp， μrεμCa， then 

(μp)α(μp)-1=μ(pαp-1)μ-1=μαμ-1， 

and 
-1, -1 

(μ.7:)α(μT)- =μ(7:a7: -')μ =μαμ 

z'. e. , they transform α alike. 1n fact, they transform α alike in ß, since αCβ 

and μεC ß. AIso, let μCα and ηC a be different cosets, and μpεμCa and ηrεηCao 

Suppose μp and η7: transfoming α alike, then we would have 

μαμ =r;αη , 

i. e. , η-1μεCa’ μεηCa and μCaCηCa• That is a contradiction. Hence, the 

number of r , such that rR'a and r드ß， is 늘 the index of C a in C ß. 

COROLLARY 2. 1. Let aεBx. Then the number 01 r z"n Bx' such that rR’α， t·s 

equal to n!/ICal. 

PROOF. Let aCCù. Since Cω=Sx and ISxl =n! , apply Theorem 2 to complete 

the proof. 

3. An aIgorithrn 

Given a permutation group G* on X , we shall find all partially ordered relations 

π on X such that the maximal subgroup Hπ in B x containing π must 그 G rc. Let 

r be this collection, z'. e. , r = { πEBX: π is a partially ordered relation and 

Hπ그Gπ}. The algorithm for obtaining r goes as follows: 
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(1) From G싹 we can obtain the collection {r(l), r(2), " r(m)} as in Theorem 

1, and we denote this collection by F'. 

(2) Let F" be the subcollection of F' such that each member of F" does not 

contain any cycle of length greater than 1. (ø, g. , uii is a cycleof length 1, 

and gtjUσjkUUki’ where z', j and k are pairwise different, is a cycle of length3). 

Let δ= Glσii' Say, F" = {δ， 카)， r(Zg), .•• , 싼)} . 

(3) Let F'''= {δ， δ Ur(i까 δUr(12)， ---, δUr(ι)} ， and F be the set of all possible 

unions of members of F''' with the following conditioris: (a) None of members 

of r contains a cycle of length greater than 1, and (b) If a member, π， of r 
contains u ij and ujk where z', j and k are pairwise different, then π must also 

contain U ik' Since the cardinality of F' is finite, it takes only a finite of steps 

to obtain F , 
r 

We claim that the algorithm gives us all partially ordered relations π on X 

each whose Hπ in Bx그Gπ : Let π be a relation on X which is obÚlÏned by the 

algorithm, then, by (3) , π is a union of members of F… and π is a partially 

ordered relation on X , By Theorem 1, each r( i)eZ(G). Since π is a union of 

some of r(i),s, π든Z(G) ， ByTheorem MPS, we know GπCH~. Conversely, let 

π be a partially ordered relation on X whose Hπ in Bx그Gπ. Then, by Theorem 

MPS, π드Z(G)， and, by Theorem 1, π is a union of some r(i),s in F'. Since π 
is a partially ordered relation on X , π contains δ and π satisfies the conditions 

(a)and (b) in (3). Hence, πεr.， l. e. , π must be one of the relations obtained 

by using the algorithm. 

4. An example 

For convenience, we let X = {1, 2, ''', 6} instead of X = {x1, x2, …, x6} , AIso, 

we let G용 be the permutation group on X generated by 

1 234 5 6 

1 3 2 5 6 4/' 

Hence IG치 =6. We shall construct all of the partially ordered relations π on X 

ea.ch whose maximal subgroup Hπ in B x containing π그Gπ; 

Since uijRu (ip*)(jp‘) for all p'용ε0， we have F' = {r(l), r~ι)， "', r Cl2)} whcre 
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(3) 
= 0"44U 0"55U 0"66' 

(2)__ ,-, 
r'-' =0"22U 0"33’ 

(1) r' , =0"11’ 

(5) 
r =g14Ugl5Ug16’ 

(4)__ " r ' = 0"12U 0"13’ 

r(7) =0"41 U 0"51 U 0"61’ (6) _ _ " r" =0"21 U 0"31’ 

r(8)=g24Ug25Ug26Ug34Ug35Ug36’ 

r(9)=g42Ug43Ug52Ug53Ug62Uσ63’ 
(11) 

r =g45Ug56Ug64 and 
(10) _ _ " r' , =0"23U 0"32’ 

(12) 
T =646Ug54Ug65· 

flald dle e e 
flbjlhhh 

좋l÷ 운l춘꽃춘 
gli 

gli 

1 

; a, ι ... , 1ε{α 1} 1-, 

we have In matrix notation, 

Z(G)=-

t l1an 1. 

」

greater contains a cycle of length 

k 

c 

c ill 
ilk 

and r (12) r(ll) 

L 

Since each of r( lO). 

、. , j 

% / ‘ 
、

γ
 
l r(8), r(7), r [ 6),r(5), r(4)’ r(3), r(2), (1) r"= {r Hence, we delete them. 

” 

(7) 
δUr 

(6) 
δUr δUr(5)， Then r"'= {δ， δUr(4). (1) , ， ~(2) ， ， ~(3) Let o=r\."JUr\.~JUr'-J. 

algorithm, (3) of our By using the conditions (a) and (b) in “ (9) δUr'-J} • 
(8) 

δUr 

w be and Let u, v graphs: the we can list the members of r with the help of 

a IS there If w={4, 5, 6}. and v= {2, 3} μ= {1}, the vertices of a graph where 

element in v is related to every it means that every directed edge from ν to w, 

of none it means that and if there is no edge between v and w, element in α， 

without graphs count We m μ，’ element any related to IS elements in v the 

but with drawing the loops, 
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ideagail 
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.- r.’ .. 、

,U τ ‘% 

. ~ 

u 
• 
v 

.、
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• 
% 

.ζ그rτ、 
u y 'W, 
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ι킬: 
‘μI 

二늘‘ 
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u 
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v 
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• 
W, 

•• 
vη 

i←τ-If강， 
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.ζ三그. > 

u v W. 

ζ그=늘>，. 
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• 
U v 

u ,y 

‘ W. 

vr,' 
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.,...:tI a ........... 

u. y vr., 

U v 

ζ. 

“ Y 

_ .. " 

투i 
W,‘ 

‘ F 

J 149 

Since more than three edges would create a cycIe of Iength greater than 1. 

these are aII possible cases, The corresponding partiaIIy ordered relations 

constitute r (π13 corresponds the third graph with one edge): 

π01=δ 

(4) 
πll=δU (0'12 U 0'13) =δUr , 

πi2=δU (0'24 U0'25 U 0'26 UO' 34 U0'35 U O'36) =δUr(8)， 

πl3=δU (0' 14UO' 15UO' 16) =δUr(5)， 

πl4=δU(0'21 U 0'31)=δUr(6)， 

πl5=δU (0' 42 U 0'43 U0'52U 0"53 U 0'62 U 0'63) =δUr(9)， 
(7) 

πi6=δU (0"41 U 0"51 U 0"61) =δUr 

(4) , ,.J5) 
21=πnUπ13=δUr'~/Ur 

(8) , ,..(6) 
22=π12Uπl4=δUr，U/Ur 
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π23=π15Uπ16=δU/9)U/7) 
t 

24=π14Uπ16=δU/6)Ur(7) • ‘ • 

π25=π15Uπl1=δU/9)Ur(4) 

π26=π13Uπ12=δU/5)Ur(8) 
• 

π31=πuUπ12Uπl3=δUr(4)Ur(8)Ur(5) 
• 

π32=π14Uπ12Uπ16=δUr(6)Ur(8)Ur(7). i 

π33=π14Uπ15Uπ16=δU/6)Ur(9)Ur(7) 

π혀=πuUπ15Uπl3=δU-r ‘ (4) Ur (9) Ur (5) ‘ 

π35=π14Uπe:i Uπl6=δLJr(6)Ur(8)U/끼 and 

(4) , , .. (9) , , • .(7) 
π36=πuUπ15Uπl6=δUr" .I Ur'~.I Ur 

In matrix notation, e. g. , πuand π36’ respectively, . ar강: 

1 1 0 0 0 

1 ‘ 
• 

and 

nu 

nu 

nu 

nU 

nU 

nU 

1i 

nU 

1i 

14 

14 

1i 

nU 

14 

nU 

nU 

‘ 
nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

1L 

nU 

nU 

nU 

1i 

nU 

nU 

nU 

1i 

nU 

nU 

nU 

1i 

nU 

nu 

nU 

1i 

nU 

nU 

nu 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

000 
11 1 0 o 1" 

0 1 1 

1 1 

101 

1 0 0 1 

AIso, Hπ0I =S6~Gπ01’ and Hπ1/ =SlxSz.XS3그Gr” for i=1, 2, 3 and j=1, 2 ---. 6. 

5. Automorphisms 

We know that every partiaIIy ordered relation π in B x has a group of 

automorphisms. Does the converse hold? That is, given a permutation group G* 

on X , does there exist a πεBx whose group of automorphisms is G용 (or Hπ = 

Gπ)? From the previous example, we see that there does not exist any πεBx 

whose group of automorphisms is the given group. To find a necessary and 

sufficient condition(s) seems to be very difficult. Here we have: 

THEOREM 3. Let G* be a permutatz"on group on X , and X(l) , X(2) , '.', X(q) be 

zts orbits, 1르q三n. If G restrz.cted on X( i)z.s Sx cn for i=l, 2, …, 1, z".e. , q, i.e. , 

Glxc;)=Sx C;) , and zÏ G휴 z.s isomorPhic to the direct prodμct of Sx…, S X (2 )’ ...• 
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S y',), then there f!XZ'sts a partially ordered relatio깨 π ta 

groψ 01 aμtoηzorphz'sms π and Hrc=Gπ. 
BX such that G홉 z'sthe 

PROOF. W econstruct apartially ordered relation π in B X as follows:. For q= 

1. we have G=S X' Let π= {(x.x) : XεX}. Then. clearly. π is a partially ordered 

relation in Bx. Pπ=πp for 'every {JεG=Sx- By Theorem MPS. G휴 is the group 

of automorphisms of π and Hπ=Gπ. 

For q> 1. Iet π= {(x. x) ; XεX} U {(xi• Xj
) ; 잔εx(i)， x1εxCi). z' <j. i=l. 2 •...• 

q-1 and j=2. 3. …. q}. Then one can easily verify that π is a partially ordered 
relations in B x. and p융 preserves . the order relation for every p*εG*. i. e .• 

pπ=πp for every pεG. and G* is contained in the group of automorphisms of 

π. Let 7:εSx and~.π=π7:. We claim that τ드G. Since the number of relations of 

each 잔εx(i) differs with the number of reIations of each Xjεxω for i놓j. 7:* 

(i) 4-................... 1,.._ .......... ~ !.... vCj) cannot map an eIement in X"J to an element in X"J for z'놓j. but 7:* can map 

an element in X Ci) to any other element in X (i). Since G* is isomorphic to the 

direct product of S X…. S X U )' …. Sx…. 7:εG. By Theorem MPS. G융 is the group 

of automorphisms of π. and Hrc=Gπ， 

THEOREM 4. Let π be a par!z'ally ordered relaUon z'n B x and G* be tÏs gγoup 

01 automorphisms. 11 the lengthsol orbîts oIG*. IXCi)lfor z'=l. 2 •...• q and 1드 
q드n. are dis!z'nct primes (1 may be consz'dered as a prz'me here). then G I x'" = 

S x" )o i = 1. 2. …. q. G* z's isomorPhic to the direct product 01 S xo). S X(2)' ...• 

S~，서 • and H =Gπ. 
““/ π 

PROOF. For q= l, a partially ordered relation π in B x with a transitive group 

of automorphisms implies π= {(x. x); XεX}. and G*=Sx- By Theorem 3. Hπ= 

Gπ. For q> 1. Iet X (i) and X (i) be any two distinct orbits of G*. Say. I X Ci) I 
(j) 

=κ and IX"JI =까. Since a transitive permutation group on a prime number p 

of points contains an element of order P. G육 IX'i) and G치 X'j' contain. respectively. 

an element of order 한 and an element of order p,. Also. G치 X'" UX' j) contains 
j 

an element p* of order p원· Let Xz e x(i) and x1εX(i). then either(xi• x)종π， 

or (Xz, xj)επ. If (xi • Xj)επ， k then (잔(p*)~. 전(하y)επ for k=l. 2. ...• P싼， 

i. e.. (xi• Xj)επ for every xiεXCi) and xjεX(i). Consequently. a transposition 
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belongs. to 캉Ix…element of order P
i 

and a transposition, G싸 IXIIl =SX…. It follows thatG홉 is 

isomorphic to the direct product of S X…, Sx…, ---, Sx… •.. By Theorem 3, H Tr = 

Gπ. 
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